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INTRODUCTION
The cell wall is an ancient and highly conserved structure that is almost ubiquitous in the 47 bacterial domain (Errington, 2013) . It provides a tough, elastic, protective outer layer 48 around the cell and is largely responsible for the characteristic shapes associated with 49 different forms of bacteria (Egan et al., 2017; Rajagopal and Walker, 2017) . The wall is the 50 target for many effective antibiotics, and fragments of the wall are recognised by innate 51 immune receptors (Akira et al., 2006) . Its most critical general role lies in osmoregulation, 52 enabling bacterial cells in dilute environments to withstand the turgor pressure generated 53 by the high osmolarity of the cytoplasm (Rojas and Huang, 2017). A large number (~30) of 54 normally essential genes are required for synthesis of the material of the wall, and its spatial 55 regulation during cell growth and division (Errington and Wu, 2017; Zhao et al., 2017) . 56 In the light of the multiplicity of important functions for the wall it is surprising that under 57 certain conditions (isotonic to avoid osmotic lysis) many bacteria, both Gram-positive and 58 Gram-negative, that normally have a cell wall, can thrive in a wall-less state, called the L- Errington et al., 2016) . 63 In previous work with the Gram-positive bacterium Bacillus subtilis we have shown that L- 64 form growth requires two types of mutations: one that leads to excess membrane synthesis, 65 and one that counteracts the increased cellular levels of reactive oxygen species (ROS) that 66 occur for reasons that are not fully understood in L-forms ( biological significance is unclear. 129 A key objective of the current work was to characterise the extent to which chromosome 130 replication and segregation remain coordinated with division, so in these and subsequent 131 experiments, chromosomes were labelled with fluorescent fusions to the HU protein, which 132 binds DNA almost non-specifically (Kohler and Marahiel, 1997) . 133 The middle and lower panels of Figure 1A (and Movie 1) showed: (i) that discrete nucleoid-134 like structures could be discerned within L-forms (yellow arrows) but brighter structures, 135 containing either overlapping multiple nucleoids or un-resolved multiple chromosomes, 136 could be seen frequently (e.g. 0 min); (ii) that these could resolve into multiple discrete 137 structures (e.g. arrows at 50 min); and (iii) that the arrangement in larger L-form clusters 138 was complex and difficult to track because of focus and overlapping problems (e.g. 150 139 min). It also appeared that some cell lobes might be devoid of DNA (e.g. phase dark objects Figure S1 ). 147 Each device contained sub-micron-scale linear tracks (channels), imprinted into agarose. The 148 channels were restricted in height (~1.6 µm) to impose a strong z-axis control over the cells 149 as they grew. The growth channels were open, at either one or both ends, to gutters 150 through which growth medium flowed, delivering fresh nutrients. 151 It turned out that the gutters provided an improved way to image L-form growth without 152 physical constraint. Figure 
Imposition of an elongated architecture regularizes L-form growth
161 Surprisingly, when L-forms were trapped in the channelled area of the microfluidic chamber, 162 so that growth would be forced to occur along a fixed longitudinal axis, a strikingly different 163 pattern of growth was observed. Now, the cells grew rapidly and with uniform appearance 164 along the channel (red arrows in Figure 1C ). In the experiment shown, L-forms were mixed 165 with mCherry labelled walled cells (yellow arrows) to enable comparison of their behaviour. 166 The L-forms were almost indistinguishable from the walled cells except that the latter had 167 6 regular constrictions (due to cell division; indicated by green bars) and a slightly less regular 168 cylindrical shape, perhaps because of frictional drag against the channel walls. However, 169 upon exiting the channels, the difference between walled cells, which continued to grow in 170 straight lines out into the gutter, and the L-forms, which immediately formed chains and 171 clusters of spherical blebs, was striking. 172 Interestingly, when growing in these channels, the L-forms rarely divided (see the section 173 below). In the typical example shown despite having similar length increase after 15 min of 174 growth in the channels, clear constrictions corresponding to division sites (marked with 175 short green bars) increased from 5 to at least 9 in the chain of walled cells, but none were 176 evident in the L-forms ( Figure 1C 15 min). 177 The microfluidic channel designs in these initial experiments were of two types, featuring 178 repeating patterns of widths approximately 800, 900 and 1000 nm wide, or 600, 700 and 179 800 nm wide. Walled cells of wild type B. subtilis are approximately 850 nm in diameter 180 (Sharpe and Errington, 1998) , so the channels roughly mimic walled cell dimensions. Under 181 these conditions the growth rate of the L-forms could be readily estimated from the 182 increase in length over time, assuming that the cross-sectional area of the channel and thus 183 of the cell was constant. As summarised in Figure 1D , in 800 nm channels the average length 184 doubling time of the L-form strain (strain 4739) grown at 32°C was about 2x of that of the 185 isogenic walled cells (strain SL004) (55 min ± 10.1 vs 28 min ± 3.3, respectively). 186 As expected, growth in the wider channels did not alter the width of walled cells (which 187 normally maintain a constant width irrespective of growth rate; Sharpe et al., 1998), nor did 188 it affect their length doubling time ( Figure 1D ). The L-forms, however, showed increased 189 length doubling time as the channel width increased (5% for 900 nm and 15% for 1000 nm, 190 respectively). 192 The low frequency of division of L-forms trapped in the narrow channels ( Figure 1C , 2A and 193 Figure S2 ) was unexpected. We previously reported experiments suggesting that L-form 194 division is driven by excess membrane synthesis, creating a high surface area to volume 195 (A/V) ratio that is incompatible with a spherical shape and thus drives shape changes 196 leading to division (Mercier et al., 2013). Cylindrical shapes have a higher A/V ratio than 197 spheres of the same volume. It was therefore possible that the narrow channels imposed a 198 geometry with high enough A/V to eliminate the driving force for division that occurs in 199 unconstrained (roughly spherical) L-forms. If so, increasing the channel width, and therefore 200 reducing the imposed A/V, might re-enable division. To test this we designed two 201 microfluidic chips with wider channels (Chip No. 6 = 1, 1.2 and 1.4 µm; Chip No. 7 = 1.8, 2.0 202 and 2.2 µm). As predicted, 'in-channel' division occurred much more frequently in these 203 wider channels (e.g., 35, 65, 90 and 105 min frames in Figure 2B ). It needs to be mentioned 204 that the wide channels were only half the length of those of the narrow channels, and so 205 would effectively give only half the chance of observing 'in-channel' division in the same 206 time frame, making direct comparisons difficult. Figure S3A and Movie 3 show a typical 207 example of a long L-form growth sequence in wide channels. Accurate quantitation of 208 division frequency was problematical for several reasons. First, tracking of cells was limited 209 by the channel length, because undivided cells often "bubbled" out of the ends of the 210 channel and this material then disappeared ( Figure 1C , 45 & 50 min frames; and 105 min 211 frame onwards in Figure 2A ), so measurement of total cell length per division was not 212 possible. Second, after division in the wider channels some progeny cells spontaneously 213 escaped from the channels (e.g. cells labelled with a red star in Figure 2B frames 65 min and 214 85 min, and the 195 min frame in Figure S3A ; Movie 3) so that, again, their subsequent fate 215 could not be recorded. Finally, an element of stochasticity seemed to arise due to small 216 irregularities in the channels, probably either casting irregularities or debris / thin 217 membrane fibres from the growing L-form cells. Nevertheless, we estimated the difference 218 in division frequency by counting 'in-channel' division events in continuous cell lineages over 219 5 hour time courses for channels of different widths. Clustered division events that occurred 220 occasionally in cells with chromosome segregation defects (see below) were excluded from 221 this analysis. The results confirmed that division was rare in narrow (< 1 µm) channels (7 222 division events in 37 cells during the whole time course) and much more frequent in the 223 wider (1-2.2 µm) channels (72 division events in 38 cell lineages) ( Figure 2C ). The lower 224 frequency of division in the narrow channels compared with the wide channels is consistent 225 with the A/V model for division in L-forms (see Discussion).
191

Effects of channel width on L-form growth and division
226
Efficient chromosome segregation in channel constrained L-forms 227 We then examined the effects of channel confinement on nucleoid arrangement and 228 segregation, using HU-GFP fluorescence imaging. When the cells were initially placed in 229 narrow channels, the multiple nucleoids often appeared as large overlapping or un-resolved 230 masses ( Figure 3A , red arrows at 0 min; cells in 0.8 and 0.9 µm wide channels) but as the 231 cells increased in length, these masses gradually resolved into smaller, individual nucleoids 232 (e.g. 80 min). 233 After this initial phase of resolution many cells showed a remarkably regular pattern of 234 chromosome replication and segregation. For example, in Figure 3A Figure 3C ). 239 Movie 4 shows another example of large DNA masses resolving into smaller and often 240 regularly spaced nucleoids. Several L-form strains with different genetic origins were tested 241 (including strains 4739, 4741 and 4744; Table S1 ) and all were able to resolve large 242 nucleoids and then regularly distribute the chromosomes when grown in narrow channels. 243 Quantitative analysis of various nucleoid parameters (area, width, eccentricity and 244 internucleoid separation; Figure 3F -I & Figure S3D & E), showed that, except for eccentricity 245 (see below), L-form nucleoids in 0.8 or 0.9 µm channels appeared remarkably similar to 246 those of walled cells. 247 These results demonstrate that cell wall synthesis is not required for regular chromosome 248 segregation, at least not when cells are forced to grow under these geometric constraints. 249 Importantly, these findings also definitively exclude any models for chromosome replication 250 or segregation that require pre-existing markers in the cell wall. 252 We then examined the effects of channel width on chromosome replication and 253 segregation. Unlike the narrow channels, chromosome arrangement was increasingly 254 perturbed in the wider L-form cells. Stills of typical frames are shown in Figure 3B , with 255 more examples shown in Figure S3A Figure S3D ) and an increase in nucleoid width, which increased 266 proportional to channel width ( Figure S3E ). 267 In support of the close connection between cell width and nucleoid configuration, we 268 noticed that when cells grown in wider channels occasionally became slightly constricted, 269 length wise, perhaps because of damage or miscasting of the agarose, nucleoid separation 270 was strikingly improved (red brackets in Figure S3B 
251
Effects of cell geometry on chromosome segregation
Division of L-forms mainly occurs between nucleoids 282
Walled bacterial cells segregate sister chromosomes at cell division with high fidelity. The 283 coordination between segregation and division is thought to rely heavily on an effect called 284 nucleoid occlusion. As first described it was proposed to rely on a phase separation between 285 DNA and cytoplasm, together with a tendency of membrane invagination to be impaired in 2012) . Given that L-form division occurs independently of FtsZ it was interesting to examine 293 whether L-form division is also subject to a nucleoid occlusion effect. Division through the 294 nucleoid is barely detectable in walled cells (Kaimer et al., 2009 ). Perhaps surprisingly, 295 bisection of nucleoids was also infrequent in L-forms growing in channels. Of 45 division 296 events (excluding the "abnormal" division events that generated anucleate daughter cells -297 see below) only 4 (9 %) appeared to have occurred through a chromosome (e.g. arrowheads 298 in Figure 4 and Figure S4 ; Movies 7 & 8). Thus, although the frequency of bisection was 299 much higher than in walled cells using the FtsZ-based division machine, a large majority of 300 division events (91%) still occurred between nucleoids (e.g. arrows in Figure 5A , 105 min).
301
Division frequency of L-forms is increased by DNA deficiency 302 We previously postulated that the blebbing or extrusion division events of L-forms could be replication, we noticed that some cells with single nucleoids, mainly centrally located (see 339 earlier time frames in Figure 6B and S5C), when divided to generate one DNA-free daughter 340 and one containing the nucleoid, the single nucleoid, which was now asymmetrically located 341 in the cell, moved towards the distal pole to restore its central position ( Figure 6 and S5). Although it will clearly be interesting to follow up with a more detailed quantitative analysis 395 it is apparent that the narrow channels, which impose a higher A/V ratio on the L-forms, 396 almost eliminate division, whereas the wider channels allow division to occur frequently. Finally, our findings have important implications for attempts to use L-form like division in 468 the development of artificial cells. As well as providing further insights into the key 469 parameters that need to be controlled to drive division, they also suggest that rates of DNA, 470 cytoplasm and membrane synthesis all need to be properly balanced to efficiently 471 coordinate division and chromosome segregation.
472
METHODS
473
Bacterial Strains, Plasmids, and Growth Conditions
474
The bacterial strains and plasmid constructs used in this study are shown in 475 Table S1. B. subtilis transformation was performed by the two-step starvation procedure as To adhere the cells to the surface of the glass dish, the dish was centrifuged at 100 g for 5 548 min using a Beckman Allegra X-12R centrifuge.
549
Quantitative image analysis 550 Movies were prepared for quantitative analysis in the following steps. Images were 551 registered to correct for drift using FIJI/ ImageJ StackReg (Schindelin et al, 2012). Images 552 were manually rotated such that the microchannels were precisely vertical (FIJI, bicubic 553 interpolation). Images were background subtracted using FIJI paraboloid rolling ball, radius 554 50. Cell in each agarose channel were then manually quality controlled to exclude channels 555 initially loaded with more than one cell, or cells where overgrowth from adjacent channels 556 obscured the cell growth in that channel. Cropped data from individual quality controlled 557 channels were then exported for quantitative analysis in MATLAB. 558 Nucleoids from cells in each channel were segmented using Otsu's method. Spurs/ 559 connecting noise pixels were removed using image opening with a disk radius 1. Shape and 560 size parameters for segmented nucleoids were then calculated. Cell size was measured by 561 square root of area rather than area because it is a linear quantity. Nucleoid separation was 562 measured as the distance between the centroids of vertically adjacent nucleoids. Nucleoid 563 angle was measured as the angle between vertically adjacent nucleoids, defined such that 564 the angle between two vertically aligned cells was zero degrees. Nucleoid eccentricity was 565 estimated as e=(minor axis length)/(major axis length) of the binary object. 566 Confidence intervals in Figure 3G showing the nucleoids on the left and the merge of the GFP image and the corresponding 808 bright field image on the right. The small cell on the left was in a 0.9 µm channel; the large 809 cell on the right was in a 1.0 µm channel. Full set of still images from this time-lapse series is 810 shown in Figure S2 . Yellow boxed region is enlarged and shown in Figure 3C . An un-811 processed GFP image at t80 min is shown to the left in Figure 3C 5  10  45  50  55  60  15  20  25  30  35  40   65  70  75  110  115  120  125  80  85  90  95  100 
